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ABSTRACT

The number of heterogeneous networked applications
is constantly increasing. It is likely that network
resources will have to be partitioned according to the
different Quality of Service (QoS) demands made by
the users of these applications. One way of
implementing a partitioned network – favored in
technical literature − is in terms of quality-based
pricing (e.g.[1],[2],[3]). Most published proposals for
partitioned networks assume users’ assessments of the
quality they receive mirrors the objective quality
delivered at the network level (measurable through
characteristics such as packet loss and delay). It is also
assumed that users are prepared to pay more for higher
levels of objective QoS when they need it. In this
paper, we demonstrate that these assumptions may not
be correct. We report an experiment in which users’

QoS requirements for interactive audio were
investigated. During the experiment the QoS received
was linked to an expendable resource. We also
established participant’s attitudes to dynamic pricing
during semi-structured interviews. Our results suggest
that users’ assessments of the value of QoS received is
influenced by a number of different factors – hence,
the same level of quality will receive different
assessments in different circumstances. We also found
that a Predictable level of QoS is a key requirement for
users of networked applications. The results from the
interviews suggest that, when users accept a pricing
scheme they develop strategies to optimize their use of
an expendable resource. We conclude by outlining the
implications of our findings for the design of resource
allocation and pricing schemes for the future Internet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The challenge for network designers
The Internet offers the potential to break traditional
barriers in communications and commerce, and change
the way in which we work [4]. There may be several
reasons for the increasing growth in the use of data
networks [5]. Popular argument suggests that an
increase in the efficiency of data transport is
responsible [6]. The increase in network use can,
however, not solely be explained by improvements
within the network infrastructure. Whilst technological
considerations may have helped realize the potential
uses of networks, it is arguably the value of what can
be done through technology that drives users’ demand
for network services. Applications such as the World
Wide Web and real-time multimedia conferencing
have attracted new users to the Internet. In order to
keep these users, a sufficient level of Quality of
Service (QoS) to sustain those applications, has to be
delivered.
Therefore, one of the major challenges for network
designers today is how to manage the increasing
demand for network resources. Shared networks are
able to support a wide range of applications with
varying performance demands. The increasing support
for multimedia applications has added a further
complex dimension to the problem of managing
network resources in a dynamic manner. The
introduction of dynamic or usage-based pricing is often
seen as the only fair way of partitioning a finite
resource. A number of different pricing mechanisms
have been proposed, from bidding for access [7] to
quota systems [8]. Most of these suggestions are based
on existing technical mechanisms for partitioning and
policing network resources in a fair manner. Perhaps as
a consequence of this focus, it is largely assumed that
users’ willingness to pay for the quality they receive
depends solely on the objective levels of QoS
measurable at the network level, such as the levels of
packet loss.
Previous research has found that purely technical
specifications of pricing schemes fail to adequately
measure user satisfaction. A study into responsive
pricing [9], showed that including a measure of user
requirements for QoS increases user satisfaction and
network performance. Thus, understanding what the
user requirements are is a prerequisite for designing a
system that will perform efficiently as a whole, in the
real world.

The subjective QoS dimensions that describe user
requirements have not been fully established. Previous
research suggests that a number of interconnected
factors influence users’ requirements for QoS.
Demands for a certain type and level of network
performance have been shown to vary widely,
depending on the task users undertake [10]. For
example, requirements for high video performance are
more prominent in interactive tele-teaching tasks than
in listening to lectures [11]. A consistent finding is that
QoS received by users should concur with their
expectancies [11], [12]. Furthermore, it has been
established that large quality variations should be
avoided for audio transmission [13].
1.2 Developing conceptual models
Results from experiments that included ‘user
objectives’ in the network control loop allowed [9] to
argue that providing users with pricing feedback
reveals the value that users place on QoS. This
measure can then be used by network designers to
predict the magnitude of user-demand. However, it is
currently not known how factors such as different types
and levels of pricing feedback affect users’ perceptions
of the value of a resource, and the requests for quality
they make in response to those perceptions.
As a result of our research into the factors that
influence users’ assessment of QoS, we have
developed a set of models. These models describe how
certain factors impact users’ assessment of QoS, and
provide a framework for predicting users’ responses to
the type and level of QoS they receive. Furthermore,
the models can be used to predict users’ reactions to
different pricing schemes. Figure 1 presents a
simplified version of the model that shows how one
concept is influenced by another. For example, it
shows that Predictability is a high-level QoS parameter
of crucial importance in users’ perceptions of the QoS
they receive. Predictability leads to Confidence in the
pricing scheme responsible for allocating QoS
resources [12]. We established the predictive validly
of some of the concepts contained in the models by
conducting a series of empirical investigations [14].
However, these results were obtained with a passive
listening task and therefore should not be taken as a
direct measure of users’ quality requirements for other
– interactive − tasks.
This paper reports results from a set of experiments
and semi-structured interviews. The aim of the studies
was to investigate the concepts important to users when
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Figure 1: Conceptual model (simplified)
deciding to pay for the QoS they receive. The studies
explore the assumption that there is a direct correlation
between objective QoS and subjective evaluations of
that QoS. The experiment was also designed to
validate the central role of the concept of Predictability
in users’ requests for QoS in both a priced and nonpriced situation and how users’ expectancies of future
levels of QoS influence their subsequent judgements of
that QoS.
A secondary aim of the studies was to explore the
influence of feedback from a simple pricing scheme on
the level of quality requested by participants, and their
attitudes to dynamic pricing after the event. Since
audio quality is the most important determinant of
subjective quality in real-time tasks such as multimedia conferencing [15], assessment was focused on
audio quality.
The following section describes the experimental
method, and section 3 provides a detailed discussion of
the results. In section 4 we conclude that users’
assessments of the QoS received, and their attitudes to
pricing mechanisms are influenced by a number of
potentially complex factors. Although future work is
needed to determine user requirements for QoS and
pricing schemes under different tasks, our results
clearly demonstrate the importance of maintaining a
predictable level of QoS under any pricing scheme.
The results also show that making this provision need
not place additional overhead on the internal
operations of the network but is, in part, achievable by
the configuration of pricing feedback at the UI.

2.

METHOD

2.1 Tools
To gain reliable information about required levels of
QoS, it is necessary to allow participants to control the
quality they receive in a dynamic fashion. The QUASS
QUality ASsessment Slider (QUASS) [16] has been
adapted to work in conjunction with network-level
software to allow users to control the levels of quality
they receive in a dynamic fashion. To encourage
participants to interact with the slider, QUASS was set
to decrease its slider position - and the corresponding
quality received by the user - by 0.1% per second. The
slider can also be configured to display a budget
(Figure 2). This budget diminishes in proportion to the
magnitude of quality requested. No automatic decrease
in quality was configured for conditions that contained
a budget.
Participants were able to control the volume of the
audio via the Robust Audio Tool (RAT) [17]. The
video tool vic [18] was run to set the task in a
representative multimedia environment. The quality of
speech was degraded via the Forwarder software,
which drops the required number of audio packets
before forwarding them.
2.2 Experimental set-up
The configuration of the systems set up for the
experiment is shown in Figure 3. Computer A ran RAT
and QUASS, and was connected to Computer B on the
same port number. On Computer B, RAT was started
and connected to Computer C, which ran the
Forwarder software. During the experiment audio
packets generated by users on Computer A affected the
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•

audio packets that were forwarded from the coexperimenter (on Computer B). Since speech from
Computer A to B did not pass through the Forwarder,
the co-experimenter did not receive degraded audio at
any time.

They should have limited experience with realtime audio applications.

2.4 Procedure
2.4.1 Experimental conditions
There were 2 different configurations of loss used in
the experiment:
1.

2.

Figure 2: QUASS (priced)
2.3 Participants

All participants took part in 4 conditions:

25 participants took part in all conditions of the study.
Participants were selected according to the following
criteria:
•
•

Stable loss: In this condition the position of the
slider corresponded to a certain level of packet
loss – e.g. a slider position of 0 would configure a
loss rate of 50%.
Variable loss: In this condition, the position of the
slider corresponded to a range of loss values. For
example, a slider position of 0 would result in any
value between the values of 0% and 50% loss,
chosen by a random function. In Condition 2, a
new level of loss within the appropriate range was
chosen every 5 seconds. In Condition 4 a new
level of loss within the appropriate range was
chosen every second. This difference was due to
the auto-decrement function in Condition 2.

1.
2.
3.
4.

They should be from both technical and nontechnical academic backgrounds.
They should possess experience with using
networks (e.g. Internet usage).

No-budget, stable loss rate.
No-budget, variable loss rate.
Budget, stable loss rate.
Budget, variable loss rate.

In each condition users were required to play a word
guessing-game in collaboration with the co-
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Figure 3: Experimental set-up
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experimenter, where the participant would take turns in
describing/guessing a word. Thus, the task was
relatively equally partitioned into speaking and
listening. Each condition was timed and participants
asked to stop after 5 minutes. During the 5 minutes
participants were asked to use QUASS to control the
quality that they were receiving. For all conditions
participants were instructed to move the slide-bar so
that the quality they received was at the minimum level
where the task could still be performed. In Conditions
3 and 4, a budget indicator was displayed, and
participants were asked to perform the task maintaining
as much of this finite resource as possible.

In a previous study of a distance learning application,
users found it difficult to operate the QUASS slider to
rate audio and video quality, and participate in
interactive tasks at the same time. Even though here
users were required to rate audio quality only, it was
felt that a possible conflict between dynamic QoS
requests and task performance should be investigated.
Such conflicts may have a potential impact upon the
applicability of requests for dynamic QoS to many
Internet applications.
3.

Did you feel that the budget made a difference to
the way you operated the slider?

2.4.2 Semi-structured interviews

4.

How would you feel about being charged in this
manner for Internet services?

All participants were asked a series of 4 questions
during a semi-structured interview. These questions
related to the experiment in which they had taken part,
and QoS pricing in general. Each interview lasted
approximately 5 minutes. The questions asked of each
participant were:
Did you notice a difference in quality between the
conditions where no budget was applied?

The purpose of this question was to explore
participants’ perceptions of the quality received
without the influence of any potentially distracting
elements, such as a budget. The question was also
asked to elicit the manner in which participants
described the quality and the references made to the
representation of this quality in the UI.

RESULTS

3.1 Quantitative data
Results from 25 participants were included in the
analysis. Some participants experienced a conflict
between attempting to operate the slider, and playing
the game at the same time. This is likely to be the case
in the assessment of any dynamic QoS parameter, but

Did you find it difficult to operate the slider and
play the game at the same time?
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13

1.

Our previous research suggested that the introduction
of a resource that is linked to QoS requests may
encourage users to re-evaluate the quality they receive
in terms of the Risk that that quality will not be of
appropriate Value [12]. These questions were therefore
asked to elicit participants’ subjective opinions about
the presence and use of the budget, both within the
context that they had experienced in the experiment,
and for the Internet in general.

Rating Interval
Figure 4: Mean maximum loss rates (no-budget)
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Figure 5: Maximum loss rates per participant (Conditions 1&2)

is important when considering potential applications
for quality-based pricing, as it suggests the need for
encapsulated functionality in order to minimize the
number of real-time operations required by the user
(see section 4).

3.1.1 The Effect of Predictability (No-Budget
Conditions)

3.1.2 The
Conditions)

Effect
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In the budget conditions, the quality requested for the
stable loss condition also differed significantly from
the variable loss condition: far less quality was
required for the stable loss condition compared to the
variable loss condition. A comparison of maximum
loss levels, averaged amongst participants, configured
for both conditions is shown in Figure 6 (t = 11.38,
p<0.001). Maximum levels of loss received by each
participant are shown in Figure 7 (t = 10.25, p<0.001).

20

1

Audio Packet Loss %

In the no-budget conditions, there is a marked
difference between the two conditions in terms of the
levels of quality requested by participants: far less
quality was required for the stable loss condition than
for the variable loss condition. A comparison of
maximum loss levels, averaged amongst participants
and configured for Conditions 1 and 2 is shown in
Figure 4 (t = 12.15 p<0.001). These results show that

users are willing to tolerate greater objective loss rates
when those loss rates are relatively predictable. Results
for each participant are illustrated in Figure 5 (t = 7.21,
p<0.001).

Rating Interval
Figure 6: Mean maximum loss rates (budget)
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These results show that users will request higher levels
of quality when that quality is relatively unstable.
3.2 Qualitative data
As we have previously stated, the use of objective
measures alone is not sufficient to establish a
framework from which users’ requirements for QoS
can be predicted. Interviews were conducted to
establish the reasons behind significant differences in
users’ behavior during the experiments.
3.2.1 The Importance of Feedback
Question 1: Did you notice a difference in quality
between the conditions where no budget was applied?

Table 1:Responses to question 1
Question
1

“No”
(C1,C2)
10

“Yes”
(C1,C2)
11

“Yes”
(C3,C4)
11

A highly significant number of participants placed the
slide bar at positions where a relatively low level of
quality would be received in conditions where the loss
was stable, compared to when the loss was variable.
This result shows that users prefer lower, but stable
QoS to levels that are higher, but variable – and
therefore unpredictable. In response to the first
interview question (see Table 1), the majority of
participants who said that they could notice a
difference between conditions attributed their answer
to the fact that they could place the slider at different
positions in the interface. For example:

‘…I thought the quality in the second one was a lot
better and I remember it that way because I put the
slider down a lot more.’
Most participants who noticed a difference in quality
between conditions, said that this related to the type of
quality configured in Conditions 3 and 4 only. This
finding may be due to the fact that the presence of
pricing feedback at the UI required that participants reevaluate the quality they received. A higher amount of
concentration resulted in participants noticing the
differences between these two – latter − conditions.
For example:
‘…I noticed it in the second lot…the budget one was a
lot worse than the first lot…It’s sort of like
concentrating on that thing (budget) going down and
the dial (slider), connecting those two’.
These findings suggest that participants used UI
feedback in post-interaction assessments of quality,
rather than a direct assessment of the objective levels
of loss received. Since users’ QoS expectations are
developed with reference to their assessment of
preceding QoS received, this finding may have
important implications for users’ future quality
judgements. We have already established (in sections
3.1.1 and 3.1.2) that users value a predictable pattern
of quality. Arguably, it is the ability of the system to
meet users’ expectancies that determines that system’s
predictability. Results from interview data show that,
for a large number of participants, an important tool in
accomplishing this would seem to be the feedback
given to the user via the UI.
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These results suggest that, contrary to commonly made
assumptions, there is no direct association between
objective loss levels and subjective QoS judgements.
Indeed, it is apparent from our findings that it may be
possible to relieve the network infrastructure of some
of the responsibility for providing network
performance feedback to the user. Manipulation of the
relatively limited amount of information provided by
the network can be performed at the application and UI
level.

meditating future QoS, and conserving their budget:

3.2.2 Strategy Formation

‘It’s because it had a finite amount and you’d think,
what happens when it gets to the bottom, do you get
cut-off?’

Question 3: Did you feel that the budget made a
difference to the way you operated the slider?
Table 2: Responses to question 3
Question

“No”

“Yes”

3

2

20

Use of
strategy
12

As expected, the introduction of a finite resource into
Conditions 3 and 4 had the effect of increasing
participants’ tolerance to loss. However, the
combination of quantitative and qualitative data may
reveal further, more interesting and complex results
(see Table 2). Having established that UI feedback is
crucial to some users in forming a post-interaction
assessment of quality, it is now necessary to ask why it
is so important. Analysis of participants’ responses to
post-experiment questions about the effect of the
budget upon their requests for QoS shows that a
number of participants use the way in which the UI
presents QoS feedback to formulate a strategy for pre-

Judgement
of QoS

Dynamic
Pricing
Mechanism

‘I’d got it into my mind that I couldn’t make it go
below the budget…and what you end up doing is
making trade-offs between does it matter if the quality
is not good when I’m speaking…so you work out little
strategies.’
This strategy was developed due to the configuration
of the UI:

The results in this study illustrate the behavioral
consequences of strategies that users form according to
UI feedback. Figure 4, for example, shows that quality
requests fluctuate widely throughout the experiments,
but follow similar patterns between conditions.
Interview data suggests that this effect may be the
result of participants decreasing their quality requests
when they were speaking in order to prevent their
budget from decreasing, and increasing such requests
when they were required to listen.
The discovery that users formulate strategies based on
UI Feedback and Task requirements can be placed into
context. Our previous research has suggested that,
when a finite resource is involved, users assess the risk
of sacrificing part of that resource against the expected
value of future QoS [12]. They use this Risk
Assessment when making requests for a certain amount
of QoS (see Figure 1). It is therefore likely that
participants in these studies formulated strategies based

Feedback

Network to
application
Strategy
Formation
Predictability

QoS
Expectations

Risk
Assessment

Task

Figure 8: Strategy Formation in context

User
Interface
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on the amount of risk associated with their perception
that the QoS received will be in accordance with what
is expected. If that quality is predictable, then any
strategy that users form will be reliable, and the
particular pricing mechanism is more likely to be
accepted. These influences on Strategy Formation are
shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 illustrates that the strategy
users form has implications for the judgements of the
QoS received. For example, in Conditions 1 and 2
users followed the simplest strategy of positioning the
slider at a position where the task could easily be
completed – there was no need to formulate a more
complex strategy.
During the conditions where a finite resource was
represented by the UI (Conditions 3 and 4),
participants had to consider, more directly, the Value
of the quality they received according to the Task
being performed. Quality received during the sub-task
of listening was considered of greater value than that
received when the participant was speaking. The
formation of an appropriate strategy affected
participants’ assessment of the objective QoS received:
some participants who did not notice a difference
between the quality in Conditions 1 and 2, did notice
this difference in Conditions 3 and 4:
‘I noticed it in the second lot…it really unnerved me in
the budget one…I noticed it because I’d just got used
to doing it (in Conditions 1 and 2), and working out
where it would go.’
‘It got fuzzier quicker, only in the last one (Condition
4)’
Thus, the feedback at the application level that
indicates the presence of a finite resource has a crucial
influence on subjective assessments of quality.
However, it is according to the particular strategy users
form that value is ascribed to (parts of) the interaction.
3.2.3 Default Strategies
Question 4: How would you feel about being charged
in this manner for Internet services?
Table 3: Responses to question 4
Question
4

For
8

Against
11

Depends
8

The majority of participants in this study would not
wish to be presented with a budget mechanism such as
that employed in these experiments, for all Internet

interactions. Many felt that the mechanism conveyed
too much feedback. This encouraged participants to
concentrate on the relationship between the budget
display and slider objects, and the consequent
formation of a strategy that may have removed
participants’ concentration from the task at hand.
These findings agree with the ideas of Wakeman (Ian
Wakeman,
University
of
Sussex,
personal
communication, 1998), in that the budget mechanism
used in these experiments may have required the user
to perform unnecessary sub-tasks. By bringing the user
into the control loop at a higher level of granularity, we
may encourage the acceptance and use of QoS pricing
in what is, after all, a traditionally free environment.
From one point of view, therefore, our findings suggest
that users should be able to state how much they are
willing to pay for a certain amount of quality during
the conduct of the task. This should be done in one
operation, prior to interaction. In a dynamic
environment, however, it is questionable whether users
will be able to state the value of an object within the
task, prior to interaction. Indeed, what is assessed in
the former scheme is the perceived, rather than the
actual, value of that object. Furthermore, in some
circumstances users do not wish to be presented with
any pricing mechanism. The key point here, then, is
that any pricing mechanism would need to provide the
appropriate levels of encapsulation required by users in
order to be representative of the Value ascribed to the
task, at any particular time.
In order to ensure that the system is as predictable as
possible, participants felt that they would prefer a baserate QoS charged according to a flat-fee coupled with
incremental costs for extra quality:
‘…most of the time you might not be that desperate to
get something really quickly’.
This would enable users to configure higher quality,
dynamically, in situations where the value of the task is
relatively high. In situations where dynamic pricing
was applied the majority of participants in our study
felt it would be important to be provided with a chance
to configure the pricing feedback in two main
situations:
•

Where the cost of the interaction was likely to be
expensive:

‘Yes, you want the information to be able to make
those decisions yourself…if it’s a period of day that’s
going to be expensive I’d like to be able to turn it on’.
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•

Where the risk of poor quality is relative high and
the subjective value of task performance is high:

In this situation the necessity to formulate a strategy to
minimize this risk is dependent upon users’ ability to
predict the level of quality received. As previously
discussed (see section 4.1) system predictability can be
made explicit through the use of UI feedback. The
provision of dynamic pricing minimizes Risk by
providing the user with a sense of control:
‘..if you can control the quality, or if the quality goes
you’re able to control the quality and get charged
accordingly.’

have also shown that, for users to formulate
appropriate strategies, priced network quality must be
presented to them according to the task that is their
goal. Although focused on audio, the conclusions of
these findings have implications for the design and
implementation of networked multimedia applications
and the underlying network.
Based on the results reported in this paper it is possible
to make certain recommendations for the design of a
network resource allocation system:
1.

Predictable – i.e. consistent – QoS is essential.
Given that lower − but consistent − QoS is rated
higher than higher − but variable − QoS, it may be
appropriate to intentionally lower the quality
delivered to the user to a level that can be
maintained. We are not suggesting that the
network performance should be degraded; rather,
quality should be regulated at the application level
– e.g. by buffering media quality. Our findings
have consequences for the configuration of
dynamically adaptive applications (e.g. [19]). The
quality delivered by these applications changes
dynamically in line with network conditions.
Whilst this mechanism is representative of the
fluctuating nature of network quality it is essential
that those applications employ traffic shaping at
the application level in order to provide a
consistent service.

2.

Feedback is essential for predicting QoS.
Network feedback should enable users prediction
of future QoS. We have shown the extent to which
users depend on the feedback they receive from
the UI. Indeed, it is arguably this feedback that
ensures that the QoS remains predictable In
situations of high Risk, users should be provided
with the option of configuring feedback
dynamically.

3.

Consider differentiated service schemes. Much
current debate in the networking community has
centered around the costs and benefits of
providing differentiated versus integrated services
[20],[21],[1]. We have shown that, potentially,
users − or the applications that represent their
preferences − require feedback concerning future
quality in order to make accurate assessments of
that quality. This entails that a feasible service
scheme must abstract much of the complexity
involved in maintaining information about
network congestion away from the core of the
network. The provision of differentiated service

The optimal solution to the trade-off between an
ultimately predictable flat-fee mechanism and dynamic
quality based pricing that reflects the value of the
interaction may involve users providing a set of
predefined preferences. With regard to the UI used in
this particular experiment, comments from some
participants suggest the use of encapsulated functions
that would be responsible for monitoring quality levels:
‘..there could be something that could swap the
quality, put the quality down when you’re speaking
..because you could save half your budget that way’.
‘I think I would say “give me a range” and I would
just pick a range instead of constantly changing it’.
‘I think perhaps you could have a trial period where
you got used to the level you liked and then you’d fix it
at that afterwards. That level would be fairly
predictable afterwards.’
This system would enable feedback to be configured to
the UI only when the network could not meet such
preferences. Although users’ react to a predictable,
priced system by formulating a Strategy that enables
them to minimize the Risk inherent in any transaction,
as in these experiments a single strategy might be
applicable for an entire Task. These findings suggest
the use of task profiles, in which specific performance
requirements could be encapsulated and translated into
objective criteria.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This paper has addressed the question of what users
actually need from network QoS. Our results show that
this is not simply the ability of the network to provide a
higher, level of QoS. Rather users need a predictable
level of QoS that allows them to make accurate value
judgements about the quality that they receive. We
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amount of change occurred to the internal network
state. This implies the need to configure agent
software at the application level. Currently
suggested software that fits the flexible needs of
users may act as a ‘QoS-Broker’, thus
encapsulating much of the complexity of dealing
with variable network congestion within an
automated process (e.g. [22]).

mechanisms is therefore preferable to the
provision of integrated services as the latter
involves the maintenance of state within the
routers themselves, and may not be sufficiently
scalable.
4.

5.

6.

Feedback requirements are task-specific.
Predictability may be a concept that applies across
many tasks – predictable quality is a requirement
that can be applied to virtually any networking
application. Strategy Formation, however, is
clearly task dependent: only within the context of
the particular speaking and listening task was it
possible for participants to formulate the strategy
described. This suggests that there is unlikely to be
a generic set of required performance
characteristics, or strategies, for all types of
networking task. The research reported in this
paper therefore needs to be extended to investigate
how user requirements for QoS and UI feedback
relate to other tasks, and how these requirements
vary according to the value placed by users on task
performance.
Users require a specific level of feedback to
formulate appropriate strategies. Dynamic
pricing feedback should, therefore, not be
displayed at all times. Our findings suggest that it
is possible to provide too much feedback to the
user. Users will apply a Strategy, which they have
previously formulated, to a new situation − until
UI feedback informs them that this strategy is no
longer viable. A pricing mechanism that provides
an inappropriately large amount of Feedback
distracts users from their primary Task, and is just
as likely to be rejected as one that provides none
at all. Instead, Feedback should be provided when
there is a relatively high cost in using the network,
and the user must re-assess the value placed on the
Task.
Dynamic re-evaluations of quality are not
required for all interactions. Users should be able
to configure default preferences with regard to
payment. Our results show that, optimally, users
should be able to determine the influence future
QoS requests may have on a finite resource. As
with pricing feedback, the actual price should be
set within a specified range. Only when situations
of high cost, or where there is high risk that
delivered QoS will not meet the specified range,
should the network ask for adjustments in
payment. In accordance with user and task
requirements, an application might request
Feedback from the network only if a specified

7.

QoS requirements can be classified according to
task characteristics. This suggests that profilebased pricing schemes should be used. On a
technical level, the encapsulation of default
preferences in the application is perhaps best
served through the use of profile-based pricing
schemes that have the ability to interact with
adaptive software at the application level. Not
only does this approach alleviate the
computational load on the network, but also
affords heterogeneous task requirements to be
represented at an appropriate level of flexibility.
Users after all, regard the network as a tool that
enables them to perform particular real-world
tasks. The task is therefore users’ desired focus,
rather than the price of interaction.

Our findings show that it is not safe to assume a
correlation between objective levels of QoS and users’
subjective evaluations of that QoS. Rather, pricing
mechanisms should must address connections between
the Value ascribed to certain levels of quality, and the
representation of that quality to users. QoS
mechanisms that focus on the most technically efficient
way of capturing users’ preferences for the deployment
of QoS may miss the point − i.e. that such preferences
are influenced by the configuration of Feedback at the
user’s point of interaction, where the Task is primarily
supported.
Much of the technical literature on network QoS
suggests the efficiency of an application can be
enhanced by providing functionality exclusively at the
network layer. Our results demonstrate that objective
levels of quality are less important to users than
receiving the expected amount of quality that enables
them to perform the chosen task. Furthermore, the
ability of the network to provide users with an
appropriate amount and type of Feedback about the
media quality they are likely to receive leads to
acceptable level of Predictability.
A recently announced scheme to allocate Web QoS
combines predictable service with admission control
[23]. The system defers users from a site but makes a
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prediction of exactly how long it will be before they
can be admitted, thus encouraging them to accept a
lower level of QoS in return for a predicable service.
This system has yet to be tested in a fully controlled
user-trial. Our research presents an important first step
in confirming the influence and benefits of allowing
users to predict future levels of quality and can

therefore provide evidence for the potential success of
this system.
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